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On the back porch one summer, I attempted to collect all the wooly bears caterpillars in 

the yard.  I would run my chubby toddler legs back and forth, tirelessly, the same motion of 

catching and placing. It was the most important thing in the world, congregating them all, 

keeping them together.  It was the most necessary thing in the world, even as their segmented 

bodies inched towards escape, tumbling off the edge of the porch only to be captured again.  My 

grandfather held one to me in the creased palm of his hand. 

“Do you know what these stripes mean?” He stroked the caterpillar’s bristled back 

gently, having already warned me about the toxins that would cause my hands to turn red with 

rash if the caterpillar felt afraid.  I shook my head. 

“If there’s more black than brown, the winter will be very cold.” 

I only stopped collecting woolly bears after I accidentally crushed an accumulation of 

them with the heel of my foot in my fervor.  I could barely touch the dark wood of the porch 

after that day, imagining their invisible skeletons, never to wake up with parchment-thin wings 

pressed between the oily fingers of a child.  

 

When my parents ripped up the back porch in the summer of ’95, I felt an unexpected 

expanse of emptiness.  I watched from the turnaround as the great metal oil tank from under the 

porch was wrenched from the earth.  Of course, I could not understand then that the tumor had to 

be cut out, had to be removed.  Already the grass lining the porch was turning brown and sick 

with poison.   

I can still see the great clots of onyx and ochre earth rolling down the backyard to my feet 

as the oil tank was hauled away.  I scaled the hill of the lawn to press my toes up against the 

empty bowel of the backyard.  I held my breath; afraid to breathe for fear that the entire yard 

would collapse in upon itself.  My grandfather was talking with my parents in hushed tones; 

huddled around the great metal dead thing.  Their words escaped in guttural tones that didn’t 

carry, and so I sat silently in the upturned dirt.  My feet dangled into the gaping lesion in the 

Earth, and I watched a wooly bear scale my pant-leg, trying to close the long black stretch of 

winter.   
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Later that day, I stared at the destruction of our backyard, the bare and tender lip of the 

Earth left to heal. My grandfather stood behind me, whistling a disjointed melody that escaped 

his cracked lips in every silence. 

“What are you whistling?” I would press, and he would stop to look at me.   

“I don’t know.” And his words were thick and heavy.  

I don’t have many memories of my grandfather before he turned this way, and those that 

I do were often on that back porch, that neglected extension of the house that offered a view of 

the untamed woods and the turnaround at the top of our driveway.   

 

I remember, once, an instance with the family cat.  The cat had escaped, inciting the 

entire family to disperse.  They were moths from a closed light.  My mother sobbed as she called 

for the cat, and my father pressed his palms to the dirt and searched for a trace.   

“I’ll help find him, Dad.” He sighed and patted me on the head. 

“It’s okay, keep searching for caterpillars.”  

The whole time, my grandfather continued to sip his iced tea and watch the confusion 

from his seat on the porch, whistling loudly.  After a few hours of flashlights in the dark, my 

father found the cat grinning from beneath the porch.   

I watched the excitement from beneath the fringe of overgrown grass, flipping blades in 

search of the slim bristled wooly bears’ bodies.  I was confident that if I searched hard enough, I 

could find them all and they would stay with me forever.  

 

My grandfather was diagnosed with prostate cancer in 1985, and by the time I was old 

enough to understand, my family had forgotten that I didn’t know.  No one actually informed me 

of the diagnosis until I was seventeen.  In reminiscence, however, I think I somehow sensed this 

malignant metamorphosis. Deafness, in particular, was probably the greatest indication of 

something destructive taking hold.   

“Grandfather,” I would yell, to get his attention, to make certain he could hear me.   

“Why are you always tired?”  My small voice strained to be loud enough. 

“I’m an old man,” he laughed, but took a long pause before continuing.     

“Living life is very exhausting.” 
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There were times, however, when his unwillingness to listen seemed to be the true cause 

of his deafness.  It was as if he was more consciously concerned with blocking out the world’s 

white noise, than physically unable to listen.  Even with the volume turned as high as it could go, 

he chose not to listen.  He was simply wishing away the hum of the world.  It was in the way that 

his eyes were always shut, and his mouth pursed in a perpetual whistle.  Always whistling.   

This deafness increased over time, until it became evident that his hearing was either 

beyond assistance, or, more likely, that he was simply wishing away the hum of pointless 

conversation.  He was always eager, for example, to answer even the quietest questions about his 

time spent as a pilot in the Marines. 

“What’s it like to fly?” And the question would be a whisper, the breathless noise of wing 

and wind. 

But he would hear.  And as an answer, he would wrap his thick fingers around mine, and 

kiss my cheek.  The bristles of his gray beard scratched my skin, causing it to flush red with rash.  

 

By the month of October, all the wooly bears had disappeared. “They’re gone.” I 

whispered to myself one afternoon.  I folded my knees and looked across the empty yard.  It was 

completely still.     

“They’re hibernating.”  My grandfather stated from the turnaround, where he had been 

watching.  I looked at him curiously.   

“Hibernation,” he continued, “is going to sleep for a very long time.” 

 

My grandfather has been in hibernation ever since.  I sometimes imagine the routine of 

his solitary nights in his dark Ryefield condominium.  He tucks himself in with a tightly wrapped 

silk comforter. He lies on his back and whistles his familiar melody to the dark. He prays that he 

will finally wake up with wings and take flight.  A century is a long time to spend as a wooly 

bear, when all you want to do is fly. 

 

Last summer stretched its heated days straight through September.  I was walking back to 

my Connecticut home for one of the last times before school when I saw a wooly bear crossing 

an endless stretch of pavement.  I knelt in the street, feeling the wrinkled road press pockets into 

my kneecaps.  I stretched my finger out to the wooly bear, allowing it to suction on to my finger. 
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Holding it to my face, I counted the brown and black bristles.  But I could not predict the 

weather.  Nor could this tiny being, struggling to cross the mountain range of my knuckles. 

I carefully crossed to a neighboring lawn, cautious not to drop the wooly bear beneath my 

feet as images of the caterpillars I had carelessly squished assaulted my memory. I considered, 

momentarily, pocketing the wooly bear and carrying it home.  But I knew in that moment that 

chasing caterpillars was futile – the wooly bear would eventually transform, and the yard would 

again be empty.  Gently, I placed the caterpillar on a blade of grass, facing it away from where it 

came.  I stared after the wooly bear as it disappeared into the yard, and whistled, praying for an 

autumn breeze to take my sadness and give the caterpillar flight.   

 


